
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Trade Spend: Driving higher sales without generating more volume 

 
Transcript 

Greg Jarrett:  Welcome to Deloitte's podcast on managing disruption in the consumer industry. This 
episode features Andrew Bond, director of Financial Advisory with Deloitte Canada, 
and I'm Greg Jarrett. And today we're talking about trade spending in consumer 

products, just what is that? Andrew, some of our listeners, and that would include me, 
may not be actively involved in the consumer product sector, don't fully understand 
what trade spend is, can you please give us the primer on trade? 

Andrew Bond: Yeah, sure. Thanks Greg, and thanks for having me on. The term trade is a bit of 
industry jargon. Perhaps the more common description would be allowances and 
rebates, discounts that consumer product manufacturers provide to their customers. 
In this case, a manufacturer's customer is primarily the business to business 
relationship it has with retailers, wholesalers, distributors, and operators. In many 

cases, these discounts are used to secure product listings, shelf positioning, displays, 

pricing and promotion with those B2B customers. And from an end consumer 
standpoint, they might indirectly see these funds float through as promotional prices 
at the stores where they regularly shop. 

Greg Jarrett: Okay, so it sounds a lot like the cost of doing business, but that may be too simple. 
It's interesting, but I need a little more help to understand how the consumer sees 
this. 

Andrew Bond: Yeah, sure. So, do you ever get a weekly circular or flyer delivered to you with your 
local paper? The products featured in those circulars are typically at a special 
promotional price, so for example, if the regular price of an item is $4.99, but it's in 
the flyer for $2.99, that two dollar discount is funded in part by these trade funds. It's 
the buyer, seller relationship between the consumer product's manufacturer and the 

customer, that is the retailer or wholesaler, where the proportion of how much of that 
two dollar discount is paid for by the manufacturer is negotiated. The interesting thing 

is you and I as consumers probably wouldn't even realize this is the case. 

Greg Jarrett: Okay. I think I understand the concept a little bit better now, Andrew, but what is it 
about trade that makes this an interesting conversation to have with companies in this 
space? 

Andrew Bond: Trade plays an important role in that buyer, seller relationship. It's ultimately used to 
determine revenue and margin for both the retailer and the manufacturer. In markets 
that are traditionally lower growth, it's a critical lever for both buyers and sellers to 



grow top line as well as bottom line. In these mature markets, trade could be as much 

as 20 to 30 percent of gross sales, so in a market where consumer good sales are, 
say, 100 billion dollars annually, there could be as much as 25 billion being spent on 
trade, and negotiated and managed every year. 

Greg Jarrett: Now, that is a lot of money. What do you mean about critical levers, trade being a 
critical lever? 

Andrew Bond: In mature markets, especially where there's low growth in consolidation, both buyers 
and sellers alike are fighting every day for market share, revenue, and profit, and one 

of the quickest ways to make an impact is driving price points into the market in order 
to capture short-term market share. So if reducing price is an easy way to do that, the 
conversation quickly turns to how that reduction in margin will be offset. And this is 
where that negotiation between buyer and seller kicks in. 

Andrew Bond: Again, for mature markets in fast-moving consumer goods, so these are things like 

food, beverage, and household products, it's not uncommon for manufacturers to see 
significant increase in year over year spending in order to maintain o- or just slightly 
grow their market share. This ultimately means their margin is being eroded just to 
maintain the status quo in terms of sales and revenue. 

Greg Jarrett: This is starting to sound like it's not exactly a desirable situation for either party. How 
does this effect each party, Andrew? 

Andrew Bond:  Well, without getting into the accounting nuance, because it can vary from market to 
market, for a manufacturer, changes in trade spending will have a direct impact on 
that company's net revenue and therefore margin. Whether for a retailer or a 

wholesaler, trade directly impacts cost of sales and therefore margins. And it's most 
challenging for them. It really does become a tug of war between the two parties on- 
on who ends up sacrificing the margin. This description obviously doesn't sound like a 
positive interaction between the two parties. 

Greg Jarrett:   It certainly seems to be the case, Andrew. So, you spent a whole lot of years working 
on the seller side of this desk from a variety of- of corporations, I'm sure you've got a 
lot of stories you can share, but just what have you seen work well for companies, and 
what have you seen be a challenge for them? 

Andrew Bond: Yeah, I'll speak to the manufacturer's point of view for a moment. There's a traditional 
consulting framework around people, process, and systems, and a company's 
capabilities across those dimensions. I've seen effective trade management starting 

with people in process, where the next step on that journey is something we call 
optimization, which you really can't do without effective systems. 

Andrew Bond: So, companies that effectively manage their trade spend have well-defined roles and 
responsibilities across business functions that are aligned with effective trade 
management process, and in many cases, good systems in place. So companies that 

are challenged to effectively manage this bucket of money often don't have the right 
structures and management disciplines in place, and therefore really don't have full 
visibility into their actual spending. 

Greg Jarrett: I'd like you, if you could, to shine a little bit brighter light on what the company might 
be giving up if it doesn't have just the right things in place. 

Andrew Bond: Yeah, absolutely. We talk to our clients about two different aspects of trade, um, so 
first the fundamentals of- of trade management. This is really about having those core 
disciplines in place in terms of how trade is budgeted, how you offer and negotiate 



with your customers, and- and how you actually reconcile what you've spent after the 

fact. You can imagine this isn't really the most glamorous function in a business, but it 
really does set the foundation. And the second piece is what I mentioned earlier 
around trade optimization. 

Andrew Bond: This is where companies want to leverage data and insights to make more informed 
decisions about how to spend the funds to drive optimal return on investment both for 

themselves as well as their customers. In leading examples, companies are leveraging 
data from multiple sources to develop a predictive picture of investment that is linked 
to various aspects of the supply chain. You can probably appreciate that without good 
data, the trade optimization concepts are very difficult to realize. This is why trade 
management is so important. Having these disciplines in place enables the data, which 
enables optimization. 

Greg Jarrett: Let me back it up just a little bit here, Andrew. Trade management is really critical to 
enabling more proactive decision making in trade optimization, and for a lot of people 

that would sound like a pipe dream. The companies struggling with it to date, just how 

should they think about it? 

Andrew Bond: Yeah, that's a great point, Greg, and if you're a company that's not advanced enough 
in your trade capabilities to consider advanced analytics, there is real benefit to tighter 
management of trade in the short term. Remember what I said before about trade 
being accounted for in net revenue? For many companies, they look at top line in a 
couple ways. First it's the volume of what they sell, the number of units, cases, kilos, 
liters of a product they sell. Second is how that volume translates into revenue. So 
many CPG companies have a keen understanding of volume and sales per unit of 
volume sold. By improving trade management capabilities, companies can actually 

increase net revenue sold without actually selling more volume. 

Andrew Bond: Think about that for a moment. You can increase your sales without actually selling 
more. This is such an “a-ha” moment for so many of the companies we work with. 
Again, especially for those in the low growth markets or in categories that are 

extremely competitive. Asking your sales force to go out and secure more volume in 
these environments is like asking them to push on a rope. So, we really think trade 
management is that critical lever to drive net revenue and margin growth as a result. 

Greg Jarrett: Andrew, I think I'm having an “a-ha” moment. If this is such a brilliant idea, why 
haven't everyone figured it out? 

Andrew Bond: Well, it's a great question, and for years, trade management really was the domain of- 
of the sales function. And in many cases, it was a bit of a don't ask, don't tell 
mentality, where management really didn't care how the sales team got the sale, they 
just cared that they- they would go out and get it. And as market dynamics have 

evolved, and growth becoming more challenged in mature markets, leading companies 
view trade as- as a cross-functional responsibility, where stakeholders across not only 
sales, but finance, marketing, and even supply chain are- are keenly involved in the 
entire lifecycle of trade management and trade optimization. 

Andrew Bond: And once companies make that connection, and realize trade management is such a 
core lever to drive growth, it is much easier to make the case. And further to that, 
we've worked with a number of clients to help quantify the- the size of the prize so 
that all stakeholders in the business really understand what is possible. And it's not 
uncommon to see a three to five point improvement in your spend as a percentage of 

revenue. And as soon as management sees that, it becomes pretty hard to argue. 

Greg Jarrett: Well, Andrew, from a consumer's point of view, from the view of the consumer-
packaged goods manufacturer, and the retail [inaudible 00:09:39] companies, this is 



extremely interesting stuff. You really helped simplify something that seems complex, 

especially to the young initiate. Any last thoughts you want to leave us with? 

Andrew Bond: Yeah. You know, it's not getting any easier out there for retailers and CPG companies. 
Consumers have more choice than ever at a time when growth in mature markets and 
categories is slowing, and for many companies, this is a significant line item on their 
P&L, so it really is worth taking a closer look at how your business manages it. This'll 

help you truly understand if there's opportunity to improve your trade management 
capabilities and realize more growth, and if as a leader in a CPG company you feel that 
this is an opportunity area for you, I'd suggest the first step is understanding how 
your current practices benchmark to those in leading organizations, and then work to 
quantify the size of the prize. That’ll really help articulate the business case for your 
organization. 

Greg Jarrett: Thanks to Andrew Bond for joining us to talk about managing disruption in the 
consumer industry. For more insight on similar topics, stay tuned for the next Deloitte 

podcast. I'm Greg Jarrett. 
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